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Key Technologies for Agile C2 Decision Support System 

Xin Jin, Xiaoxuan Wang, Tingting Li, Xiaobing Mao 

(Nanjing Research Institute of Electronics Engineering, Nanjing 210007, China) 

Abstract:  

For C2 in a complex connected battlespace, agility is of importance. The hot topic “C2 agility” 

has mainly been discussed on organization level, while C2 in the age of AI (Artificial Intelligence) is 

no longer a concept that contains only human activities. The truth AlphaGo defeated human top level 

proves that machine can join C2 activities, and provide intelligent decision support to commanders. C2 

agility can be improved on DSS (Decision Support System) level through improved decision making 

quality and adjusting efficiency. By this idea, agile C2 DSS concept is proposed, with key technologies 

discussed. Conclusion is that AI technologies and accumulated knowledge can help commander to 

better understand changes in battlespace and quickly adjust COAs, so as to improve C2 agility. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, Agility has become a hot topic in C2 research domain. From 2011 - when David S. 

Alberts firstly proposed the concept of C2 Agility - to now, many researches have been made in this 

domain. Moreover, U. S. Air Force proposed concept of “Operational Agility” in its published reports. 

However, current researches mainly focus on organization level, aiming at abilities of swift 

movement and flexible adjustment of forces, mainly at human level. In information age, especially AI 

age, however, C2 is no longer a concept that contains only human activities. It can be redefined as the 

cooperative work of human and machine. In March, AlphaGo played a game with human top level, 

and won 4:1 victory. This can be regarded as a sign that in near future, machine can join C2 activities, 

and provide intelligent decision support to commanders. C2 agility can be improved on DSS (Decision 

Support System) level through better decision making quality and adjusting efficiency. However, few 

researches have been made on C2 system level agility. 

In this paper, agility is researched on a branch of C2 system – C2 DSS (Decision Support System). 

AC2DSS (agile C2 decision support system) concept is proposed, with main factors affecting and key 

technologies realizing agility discussed. We got the conclusion that AI technologies and accumulated 

knowledge can help commander to better understand changes in battlespace and quickly adjust COAs, 

so as to improve C2 agility. 



2 Related Concepts 

2.1   C2 Agility 

C2 agility is the ability to successfully cope with various changes on C2 level. About 2011, David 

S. Alberts successfully introduced the concept “Agility” from manufacturing domain to C2 domain [1], 

and proposed a model of C2 organization level agility, containing following 6 elements: 

 Responsiveness: the ability to timely respond to environment changes; 

 Versatility: the ability to adapt to diverse missions through multiple in-built functions; 

 Flexibility: the ability to shift between several methods to accomplish task; 

 Resilience: the ability to quickly restore from destroy, interrupt and degeneration; 

 Innovativeness: the ability to innovate new means or methods to accomplish task; 

 Adaptability: the ability to change self-organization, running processes and structure to adapt 

new challenges. 

In the years after, many C2 agility relevant papers have been published on ICCRTS conferences, 

covering topics of agility concept, measurement model and realization methods. In 2009, NATO built 

a research group called SAS-085, to construct understanding of C2 agility importance over NATO and 

its member countries and alliance partners. Many researches [2] have been made. 

2.2   Operational Agility 

In 2015, in U.S. Air Force published “Air force future operating concept – a view of the air force 

in 2035”, concept “Operational Agility” was proposed, constitute of the following 5 elements: 

 Flexibility: the ability to move without restriction across a range of motion that is bound by 

limits in distance and direction. 

 Speed: the swiftness of a movement or action in both physical and cognitive ways. 

 Coordination: the combination of movements with both direction and force that result in 

intended actions. 

 Balance: the ability to maintain the center of gravity of a body within the base of support 

without losing control. 

 Strength: the ability to exert force on a physical object. 

Besides, in other reports such as “Capstone Concept for Joint Operations: Joint Force 2020” 

published in 2012, “Joint Concept for Rapid Aggregation (JCRA)” published in 2015, operational 

agility was also proposed. Agility has become a guiding principle to form a more rapid and flexible 

joint force, so as to enhance joint combat capability. 



3 AC2DSS Concept 

3.1   C2 DSS Concept and Functions 

DSS (Decision Support System) is an information system, which adopts computer as a tool, and 

applies decision science and other relevant theories, to support decision maker to solve structural and 

semi-structural decision questions in a human-computer interact manner.  

C2 DSS is an intelligent human-computer system, which applies theories such as military 

operational, control science, and behavior science, and uses computer, simulation, information and 

other technologies, to support commanders and command offices on operational C2 decision making. 

C2 DSS contains 4 basic functions: support situation awareness, support pre-war planning, support 

in-war control, and support post-war analysis. 

3.1.1  Support Situation Awareness 

Firstly, C2 DSS can assist commanders to understand current battlespace situation and its past 

and future changes, including following contents: 

 Entities: including entity’s type, belonging, action, intent, task, moving status, departure and 

destination locations, relations with other entities (e. g. command, engage, protect, …), 

movement prediction, possible change of entity action, intent, relations, and so on; 

 Environment: including topography, meteorology, hydrology, illumination, temperature, 

humidity, wind, cloud, rain, snow, fog, ocean current, sea conditions, electromagnetic 

spectrum, transport, facilities, and so on. Predict their changes, and indicate their effects on 

enemy and our actions; 

 Combat situation: including enemy and our force disposition, their action ability distribution, 

comparison of enemy and our power as a whole, in distribution, and by force types, analysis 

of center of gravity, and so on. Monitor and predict their changes; 

 Space: including various type of regions, e. g. engagement region, defense region, 

cantonment region, staging region, maneuvering region, detect and recognition region, firing 

region, electromagnetic shielding or interference region, and so on. Analyze their effects to 

enemy and our actions, and understand regions of superiority, inferior, balance, and predict 

their changes. 

 Time: including key points in time and the process of operations (e. g. current plan execution 

phase, time period to the next phase, current action duration and left time). Understand time 

situation of actions (e. g. which actions are finished in advance, on time, out of time, which 

actions are delayed and may have problems, or if there is extra time for advance arrangement 

of other actions), and predict its changes. 

3.1.2  Support Pre-war Planning 

Secondly, during pre-war phase, C2 DSS can assist commanders to make plans, including 

following elements: 



 Objectives: including necessity (execute or not), current status (whether able to execute), 

target effect (execute to what extent), cost of risk (what may be loss if execute); 

 Targets: including each candidate target’s importance (role and value), critical or not (impact 

on the whole situation), defense level (whether able to successfully attack and how much 

power is required). Generate list of suggested targets and their priorities. 

 Tactics: including proper tactics to attack each targets, and possible enemy tactics. Decide 

which actions should be taken to realize our objectives, or to response to possible enemy 

actions; 

 Forces: including proper types and number of troops, weapons, and ammunition used for 

each actions, and from which bases to send this force; 

 Paths and regions: including maneuver paths for troops and platforms to attack or transport, 

missle trajectories, and various kinds of operational regions, e. g. aggregation region, 

engagement, avoid region, ambush region, transition region, recharge region, target point of 

attack, target point of interception, and so on; 

 Time arrangement: including time sequence and relations between each actions, start/end 

time/events for each actions, and main combat phases or action steps; 

 Command relationship: including commanders for each actions, relations between 

commanders, and rules on how to adjust their relations; 

 Combat support: including detection, communication, personnel, equipment, ammunition, 

supply, and other resource support; 

 Plan evaluation: including feasibility, effect, cost of danger, and so on. Simulate the 

engagement process and environment change, evaluate the final or process statuses, modify 

action variables like targets, tactics, forces, spaces and time repeatedly to test simulation 

results, so as to choose one or several best plans and improve them; 

 Plans refinement: including concrete action parameters, e. g. executors, time, locations, 

paths, weapons binding parameters, and so on. 

3.1.3  Support In-war Control 

Thirdly, during in-war phases, C2 DSS can assist commanders to make real-time decisions for 

troops and weapons control, including following tasks: 

 Execution monitoring: including deviation from actual battlespace situation from 

anticipations in the plan, recognized key events and unanticipated situation. Make alarms 

according to rules; 

 Plan adjustment: including selection of proper plan according to event type, and 

modification of variables according to actual situation, or in case of no plan available, 

generation of new plan according to rules and flow templates prepared in daily training; 

 Order generation: including transforming from coarse-grained plans to executable 

fine-grained orders according to detailed equipment models. 

3.1.4  Support Post-war Analysis 

Finally, during post-war phases, C2 DSS can assist commanders on various kinds of analysis, 

including: 



 Effect and cost: including statistics of achievement, casualties and material losses, mission 

objective accomplishment, operational effect (e. g. change the balance of power, get control 

over regions), and so on; 

 Action performance: including to what extend each orders had been executed, detailed 

deviation from actual executions to the plan, and actual effects from anticipated; 

 Plan quality: including the advantages and drawbacks of tactics and force utilization, 

potential problems and improvements on relevant rules and flows; 

 Model optimization: including troops or weapons performance model under different 

circumstances, action process and effect model under different situations, and so on. 

Improve them by record analysis; 

 Rule mining: including enemy preferred tactics, how battlespace environment takes effect to 

actions, and so on. Mine the rules by historical cases analysis. 

3.2   Agility in C2 Decision Making 

Concept AC2DSS refers to advanced DSSs that support commanders to make C2 decisions 

agilely. On C2 decision making, agility can be improved from following 4 aspects. 

3.2.1  Efficiency, Accuracy, and Predictability of Situation Awareness 

Firstly, agility of C2 decision making is sourced from situation awareness. When 2 commanders 

are contesting each other, the one who more accurately and fast understand current situation and 

predict future changes, can take operations in advance to the ohter, so as to seize the initiative. 

Efficiency and quality of information acquisition is a core factor of information superiority. 

Situation awareness depends greatly on received intelligence, but no totally. Firstly, not all 

information contained in received intelligence need to be displayed to commander. Too much 

information will hinder commander from understanding situation. As commander keeps changing 

focus on different parts of battlespace situation, only the information relevant to his current focus 

should be displayed, in clear and intuitive pattern. Secondly, given a situation picture, commander 

needs time to understand it and make prediction in his brain, which takes times depending on himself. 

If machine could generate some situation understanding and prediction products, such process could 

be shortened. However, the accuracy is important. If machine generates inaccurate products, the agility 

will be greatly decreased, as commander needs more time and energy to find other clues, in order to 

correct his understanding. 

3.2.2  Efficiency, Deliberativeness and Strategy of Pre-war Planning 

Based on same understanding of battlespace situation, the one who takes actions firstly masters 

superiority. Of course, here the action should not be obtrusive one, but confident one after deliberated 

consideration. Therefore, apart from efficiency of execution, on decision making level, the one who 

makes right decisions and qualified plans in shorter time, seizes the initiative. 

Firstly, a powerful brain is important. AC2DSS should have powerful computing capability, rich 

and credible models and algorithms, so as to generate proper suggestions to speed up planning process. 

Secondly, in order to guarantee the plan applicability, to avoid “been caught by first shot”, commander 



should take in consideration possible enemy reactions, and make according response plans. Thirdly, 

changes in battle space are countless, it is impossible to make plans for all tiny changes in pre-war 

phase. So commander should make a tradeoff between deliberativeness and efficiency. Some changes 

should be considered in pre-war, while others may be considered latterly in-war. 

3.2.3  Efficiency, Fineness and Flexibility during In-war Control 

In-war phase is where agility takes effect. On changes encountered, commander should make 

decisions in real-time, to adjust operation plans and generate orders in short time. 

Firstly, changes must be discovered in-time. Mostly, changes have signs, but normally appears in 

detail. Only those who are good at observation, comparison and association, can discover small 

changes in advance. Secondly, on changes, countermeasures should be made quickly. If plans had been 

made in pre-war, they should be matched and taken into execution quickly. Finally, on conditions of no 

plan available, a new plan should be generated in short time. Compared with deliberate plan made in 

pre-war, this plan needs not to be optimal, but must be feasible. 

3.2.4  Post-war Discovery of Ways to Improve Agility 

During post-war phase, the requirement of agility is much lower, and there is enough time to 

make analysis. However, this does not mean agility is not considered any more. In fact, the analysis 

made in post-war, are very important to find problems and learn lessons, so as to improver agility in 

future operations. 

Firstly, by analysis of operational effect and process, commander could discover latent 

disadvantages of tactics, and improve them. Secondly, through comparison of similar historical cases, 

commander could summarize enemy common tactics, and analyze enemy commander’s habits of mind, 

changing rules in battlespace environment, and interaction between the laws of actions. Thirdly, 

through statistical analysis of historical data, various models and algorithms could be modified and 

optimized, so as to improve future plans’ quality. 

4 Key Technologies 

4.1   Agile Situation Awareness Technologies 

Efficiency of situation awareness is the key to that of OODA. Within historical operational cases, 

one of the main reasons leading to missed opportunities lies in unable to recognize situation timely and 

accurately. Efficiency of situation awareness lies in 2 aspects: Firstly, focalized situation understanding 

- always display the most relevant information to commander; Secondly, real-time situation prediction 

– precisely estimate the comprehensive effect of various factors from enemy, self, and environment. 



4.1.1  Focalized Situation Understanding 

The word “focalize” means put commander’s focus to a point, rather than a surface. In the past, 

too much emphasis was put on information fusion, aiming at realizing COP. However, commander’s 

focus point on battlespace situation keeps changing: Commanders at different level, while executing 

different missions, or planning different parts of an operation, monitoring different phases of an 

operation, facing different events, within different environment, …, all focus on different points. 

Within a surface like COP, in most time, commander focuses on a small point, and what he wants to 

see is a sub-graph surrounding this point containing extracted relevant information, while in the next 

minute, maybe another sub-graph surrounding another point. The content of sub-graph is relevant to 

commander’s decision question. For example, while judging a moving target’s type, information like 

target’s location, speed, direction, altitude is always required. Such well-regulated relations exist, but 

not maintained. Let a machine to learn the potential rules, it can dynamically sense about user 

behaviors, recognize decision questions, guess his information requirement, filter and organize 

relevant information to build such a sub-graph, automatically.  

Research topics include: how to mine the potential relations between user decision questions and 

relevant information, how to learn their variation, how to utilize such relations to realize above 

automated process, how to evaluate the degree of focalization, and so on. 

4.1.2  Real-time Situation Prediction 

Situation prediction is the premise of agility. Rather than act immediately after enemy action, it is 

better to get prepared before enemy action. However, as the fog of war always exists, prediction of 

enemy action is difficult. But recently, a new technology called Symbiotic Simulation System [3] may 

solve this problem. Through modeling of the entity behaviors, and the rules they act to each other, 

driven by simulation engine, the real engagement process can be simulated. Real data from actual 

battlespace is input in real-time to renew the current world status. Based on current status, generate or 

modify the enemy plan. According to the uncertainty of enemy tactics, its plan may contain some 

branches. Accordingly, generate or modify our plan, which may also contain branches. By simulating 

the engagement process by each branch, one can get a group of different future world statuses. For 

each status, evaluate its closeness with enemy initial objective, the results can be used to verify each 

branches’ possibility. In this way, commander can predict which tactics will most probably be adopted 

by enemy, and which situation will most probably happen, so as to get prepared to them.  

Research topics include: how to generate and modify enemy plan, how to generate different 

branches, how to evaluate closeness between simulated future world status with enemy initial 

objective, how to judge the most probable enemy tactics and future situations, and so on. 

4.2   Pre-war Agile Planning Technologies 

Victory belongs to those who get prepared. In-war agility can be improved through pre-war 

preparation. This preparation contains 2 parts of works: Firstly, fully consider enemy optional tactics 

and make deliberate plan. Secondly, verify the feasibility of the plan and optimize it through 

simulation and evaluation. 



4.2.1  Deliberate Plan Drawing 

A deliberate plan contains a main plan and many branch plans. A main plan is a sequence of 

ideally designed operations, with all uncertainties omitted. It can be viewed as a bidirectional path 

from initial world status to objective world status with no branches in between. Once uncertainty is 

considered, branches generate, including uncertainties about enemy tactics, our response strategies, 

environment variation, random processes, and so on. Different branches lead to different or same 

status, and may also return to status that happened before. So it is a network, in which one branch is a 

line, while one status is a point. Branches represent evolvement directions with obvious distinction, 

while in a branch there are still variables, e. g. time, location, and number. Different variable values 

may lead to statuses with small difference, but can be classified into a same category. Therefore, make 

deliberate plan means make response plan to each or main branches, and transmit the variable to the 

plans, so that all the uncertainties can be contained in the deliberate plan. 

Research topics include: how to describe such a plan containing branches and variables in 

formalized language, how to classify world statuses, how to generate branches and define variables 

while making plans, how to set branch’s analyzing conditions and variable’s value assignment, and so 

on. 

4.2.2  Plan Simulation and Evaluation 

Once a deliberate plan is done, its feasibility and performance needs to be evaluated and 

optimized. The standard to evaluate a plan is its estimated effect – how close is it compared with the 

mission objective, and the method to estimate effect is simulation. As a deliberate plan contains 

branches and variables, all the possible world statuses caused by each branches and different ranges of 

variable values should be simulated, including the final status of the complete execution of the plan, 

and the middle status of partially execution. These statuses, by evaluating their closeness with our 

mission objectives (including final and middle), can be divided into 3 kinds: good (close to our 

objectives), bad (far from our objectives), and middle (between the two). The former 2 kinds of 

statuses need further analysis - which branches or ranges of variable values lead to them. Those 

leading to good statuses can be adopted to optimize the plan, while those leading to bad statuses can be 

alarmed to take some modifications to avoid getting into them. Repeat this simulation and 

modification process to increase the percent of good statuses the plan leads to, so as to optimize the 

plan. 

Research topics include: how to design such a simulation environment similar to debug program 

(allow user to set break points, modify branch selection and variable value setting repeatedly to view 

simulation results), how to evaluate status closeness with our mission objectives to judge good or bad, 

how to analyze key branches and variable value ranges leading to good or bad statuses, how to 

generate plan modification suggestions, and so on. 

4.3   In-war Agile Control Technologies 

Deliberate plan plays a role as a preparation for agility, while realization of agility is through 

in-war fast adjust ability, including 2 aspects: Firstly, the ability of dynamically, subtly monitor 



changes in battlespace and evaluate its deviations with deliberate plan, and automatically execute 

according branch plans. Secondly, for situations unanticipated in the deliberate plan, the ability to 

generate a new feasible plans in comparatively short time. 

4.3.1  Dynamic Execution Monitor 

In deliberate plan, apart from branches and variables, after simulation and evaluation, it contains 

a new element - status estimation (simulated). Therefore, execution monitor of deliberate plan is 

totally different with traditional plans (can be viewed as a path without branches in the deliberate plan). 

During deliberate plan execution, machine dynamically monitors relevant situation elements, with 

their variable values detected. These values are input to symbiotic simulation system, which renews 

status estimations in deliberate plan, by simulate again use the new detected values. According to the 

new simulated statuses, some branches maybe deleted (situations that may never happen), some 

branches maybe merged into one (situations with no obvious distinction), some new branches may be 

generated (new situations that may happen). In this way, the deliberate plan are kept renewing during 

the whole execution process. On another hand, by dynamically compare current world status with 

status estimations, machine automatically decides to get into which branches, and to execute which 

branch plans. For variables in branch plans, machine automatically assigns with detected situation 

elements, or further transformed or calculated values. The commander, therefore, only needs to watch 

above process done by machine, and intervene in if necessary, e. g. when machine selects wrong 

branches or assigns improper values. 

Research topics include: how to select which situation elements to monitor, how to dynamically 

renew deliberate plan, how to compare current world status with status estimations, how to 

automatically assign variable values, how to display the automatic machine process to commander, 

how to support human dynamic intervene, and so on. 

4.3.2  Dynamic Plan Generation 

No matter how deliberate the plan is designed in pre-war, during in-war, there are always 

unanticipated changes falling out of it. Once current real world status has no match in deliberate plan, 

means an unanticipated situation happens, machine should be able to recognize immediately, or even 

predict in advance, and generate alarms. On unanticipated situations, there is no available plan directly 

executable, and a new plan needs to be generated. There are 2 methods to generate plan, the first is to 

find a historical case similar to current situation, and execute its plan after small modifications. The 

premise is that there is a historical case similar enough, and can be found out. Otherwise, the workload 

of modification may be larger than design a new plan. So, another method is to automatically design a 

new plan, according to various rules and workflows previously defined. The premise is that there are 

previously defined rules and workflow available. If both premises cannot be fulfilled, unless machine 

has higher intelligence, only human art can innovatively design a new plan from zero base. 

Research topics include: how to recognize unanticipated situations, how to find most similar 

historical plans that need not too much modification to suit current situations, how to generate 

modification suggestions, how to prepare various rules and workflows, how to generate a new plan 

through rule reasoning and workflow integration, how to enable machine to do innovative works, and 

so on. 



4.4   Post-war Agility Analysis Technologies 

Compared with summarization of operational effect, during post-war phase, it is more important 

to learn lessons, so as to find ways to optimize agility. Firstly, various operation models could be 

trained through accumulated data, so as to improve quality of future situation judgment and decision 

making. Secondly, potential rules that shape engagement processes, drive entity behaviors, affect 

action effects, and so on, could be mined from accumulated historical cases. 

4.4.1  Model Training 

The problem of current C2DSSs like trustless, unpractical, is partly because of models that lack 

of verification. A wrong decision made could badly decrease agility. Therefore, during post-war phase, 

an important method to improve agility is model training. Once a model is built, it is not very possible 

to never change, especially in C2 domain. Each time an operation has been taken, a lot of result and 

process data are recorded, which can be used to train models. Some models can be trained by simply 

statistical methods, e. g. moving target tracking model, environment variation model. Some others 

require more intelligent methods, e. g. performance model of a troop. As we know, there are many 

elements affecting, e. g. the fighting performance for a troop, including force composition, equipment 

condition, training level, soldier morale, target type and location, enemy force scale, enemy tactics, 

environment condition, and so on. Each element’s effect to its performance is hard to simulate using a 

simple model, while the comprehensive effect is harder. However, deep learning method that is quite 

hot recently will probably solve this problem. The powerful deep level ANN (Artificial Neural 

Network) can simulate very complex models that are difficult for human to understand. 

Research topics including: as deep learning methods put high requirement on sample data amount, 

how to get such large scale sample data set, and if unavailable, how to train models on comparatively 

small scale sample data to get similar or even better training results, how to verify the training 

methods’ feasibility and evaluate models’ trust level, and so on. 

4.4.2  Rule Mining 

Historical cases are best handbook for commanders to learn operational rules. By comparison of 

enemy historical cases, one can learn enemy commonly used tactics, and enemy commander’s 

command style. By comparison of our historical cases, one can learn the drawbacks of our tactics, and 

find ways to improve it. By comprehensive analysis of enemy and our historical cases, one can learn 

the behind rules that controlling the engagement process, and find or innovate new tactics to benefit 

such rules. Historical cases analysis, however, takes much time and energy for pure human analyzers, 

which may decrease analyzers’ learning activity, and acuity in discovering rules. Therefore, historical 

cases analysis requires machine’s help, which refers to many techniques, e. g. statistical analysis, 

pattern recognition, machine learning, deep leaning and so on. 

Research topics include: how to model historical case data so as to enable machine learning, how 

to learn various kinds of operational rules, when large scale of sample data is not available, how to 

generate more sample data in a self-play manner, and so on. 



5 Conclusions 

From above discuss, one can find that, the core elements in AC2DSS is knowledge, including 

models, rules, preferences and other kinds of knowledge, while the key methods to realize knowledge 

learning and utilization in AC2DSS is AI (Artificial Intelligence) methods, e. g. model-based 

simulation, rule-based reasoning, preference-based recommending, machine learning, and so on. 

Therefore, methods about knowledge and intelligence are the key to realize AC2DSS. 

Today C2 system is proficient in business workflow support, while naive in decision support, like 

a human with strong body but a 2-3 years old brain (maybe younger). At the same time, fast 

development of AI technologies such as deep learning is strongly affecting C2 system domain. Under 

this background, getting more and more intelligent is the main trend of C2 system. Therefore, how to 

realize knowledge learning and utilization through AI technologies, to improve agile C2 decision 

support ability, is our future research direction. 
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